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WhatsApp, the social messaging service, is arguably the world’s fastest-growing communication
app. As of January 2015, half a billion people around the world were regular, active WhatsApp
users. These users are sharing more than 700 million photos and 100 million videos every single
day.
It has already replaced SMS and fast becoming our primary mode of communication.
At Oaktree Primary School, we recognize the importance of clear, consistent communication.
Our aim is that Whatsapp can help to support our school in conveying messages and answering
simple questions.
It is important to note that Whatsapp is a form of social media and therefore will be treated as
such. It is not used as an official school communication tool and all important documentation
will be sent via email to private email addresses provided by parents upon registering at the
school. It is the parent’s responsibility to inform the school of updated email addresses/phone
numbers and any communication difficulties they are experiencing so that we can try to resolve
the issue as soon as possible.
Oaktree Primary School firmly believes in Parents as Partners. This year we have given
permission for each class to have a Parent Representative, however this is not obligatory, if the
parents within the class do not wish to participate. The administrator of the Whatsapp group will
be the Parent Representative. All groups established before September 2020 should be closed.
In order for Whatsapp to be used properly and to avoid any unnecessary stress to families, we
have compiled the appropriate usage guide listed below:

1. Respect the purpose and objective of each group. A “WhatsApp Class Group” should not
be used to send messages or content of a personal nature. The objective is for logistic
reminders about the running of the class i.e: “Reminder: PE tomorrow!”
2. Don’t use groups just to send memes, videos, pictures and news, without reading and
reacting to the content shared by others. The purpose of WhatsApp groups is to establish
collective conversations or to share information with others, but when you only place
content, but never read or interact, the existence of such groups loses their purpose.
3. Never send content, information or “news” that hasn’t been verified by Principal of
the school. Placing content whose authenticity has not been definitively proven can be

VERY dangerous and harm many people. WhatsApp alone cannot verify the truth and it
is better to put a stop to such discussions immediately.
4. If you feel uncomfortable in a group for any reason, feel free to leave or “mute” the
notifications. As stated previously, all official school documents will come via email to
your private email address. If there is anything said in a group that you are very
uncomfortable with, please inform the Principal immediately. Best practice: If you wouldn’t
say the statement in the person’s company, do not write it on Whatsapp.
5. Before sending a complaint to a group, identify the “administrator” and share your
thoughts with him/her. Private complaints concerning your child should not be shared on a
public group. This is unfair to the child in the long-run.
6. Do not get angry if someone does not respond to your messages in a group. No one is
obliged to do so, nor is anyone employed by the school to answer such questions via
Whatsapp. It is always best to send a direct message to the administrator or email to the
Class Teacher.
7. Before sending a video, picture, meme or any content, analyze if such material will be
in the interest of the majority of the members of the group.
8. Avoid unnecessary debates. The only people who can solve a problem is the school and it
will be a matter between you and the Class Teacher/Principal.
9. When replying to a specific comment from a person, use the “reply” function to make
sense of your comment and avoid confusion.
10. When noticing that you’re having a dialogue with a single member of the group,
consider changing the conversation to direct message, because the rest of the group may
not wish to read your conversation with another person.

11. Keep in mind that your words can be interpreted in multiple ways, so use short
sentences that cannot be misinterpreted. The school will address any comments that are
deemed as harmful or distressing.

At Oaktree Primary School, we want to work together with all our parents. The best way to
communicate with the school is directly – via email or appointment with the Class Teacher or the
Senior Leadership Team.
Oaktree Primary School takes public misuse of social media very seriously and in the most
severe cases, will seek advice from legal professionals.

